ABSTRACT Atmospheric features such as translating cold fronts and small lows with horizontal scales of about 100 km are traditionally thought to be most important in exciting near-inertial motions in the ocean. However, recent studies suggest that a significant fraction of energy flux from the wind to surface inertial currents may be supplied by atmospheric systems of larger scales.
Introduction 27
Near-inertial waves generated by fluctuating winds are an important energy source for generating In the pioneering work of D' Asaro (1985) , he examined wind forcing of surface inertial currents 41 using long-term meteorological buoy data off North America, and found that near-inertial motions 42 at his study sites are mainly excited by atmospheric features such as translating cold fronts and 43 small lows with horizontal scales of about 100 km, with the larger-scale features making only a mi-44 nor contribution. The physical explanation is that mesoscale atmospheric features in midlatitudes 45 are typically advected by the background wind field at a speed of 10 m s −1 . As such, features with 46 scales of 100 km will be advected past a given location with a time scale close to 1/ f , where f is 47 the local inertial frequency, thereby resonantly exciting inertial currents in the surface mixed layer.
48
Results from recent sensitivity studies of energy input to near-inertial motions by the wind (P I ) to 49 the resolution of wind stress forcing, on the other hand, seem to suggest that a greater fraction of 50 P I is provided by atmospheric systems with scales larger than that originally proposed by D'Asaro 51 (1985) . For example, in Rimac et al. (2013) , although the globally-integrated P I decreases from 52 1.1 TW to 0.7 TW after they spatially interpolated their wind stress forcing from the original 0.35 • 53 grid to a coarser 2.8 • grid, the bulk (∼64%) of P I remains.
54
It is, however, worth pointing out that the method of directly filtering wind stress used in previous 55 sensitivity studies is appropriate for analysing the influence of high-resolution wind stress forcing 56 on P I , but not for assessing the role of atmospheric systems of different spatial and temporal scales 
Model experiment

65
The widely-used damped slab model originally proposed by Pollard and Millard (1970) is used 66 in this study. The governing equation of the slab model is given by
where Z = u + iv is the horizontal velocity, T = (τ x + iτ y )/ρ 0 is the surface wind stress scaled by 68 the density of seawater, H is the surface mixed layer depth, and r is the linear damping coefficient 69 that parameterises the decay of near-inertial motions in the mixed layer via wave radiation and 70 1 see Grant and Madsen (1986) for a discussion of nonlinear stresses in the continental-shelf bottom boundary layer.
4 shear dissipation at the base of the mixed layer. In the slab model, Z is assumed to be mixed 71 instantaneously over the depth of the surface mixed layer. However, a number of studies (e.g. 
82
The slab model is forced by the 10-m wind field taken from the hourly NCEP Climate Forecast dependence of P I on the scale of atmospheric motions, the original CFSR wind is spatially filtered 86 using a two-dimensional mean filter to coarser grids to remove atmospheric systems with scales 87 less than 200 km, 500 km and 1000 km, respectively, prior to the calculation of surface wind stress.
88
The surface wind stress is then calculated from both the original and spatially-filtered CFSR winds 89 based on the bulk formula (Large et al. 1994) . To highlight the effect of the nonlinear stress law, (Fig. 1b) . Interestingly, the bulk of P I remains in the higher than that in the North Atlantic.
115
Since the slab model is linear, the reduction of P I found in this study has to be a direct result to a smaller decrease in the power of wind stress at all frequencies than filtering the wind field 157 prior to stress calculation (by ∼10% at inertial frequencies).
158
Another interesting consequence of the nonlinear stress law is that the effect of wind fluctua- 
Concluding remarks
195
The dependence of energy flux from the wind to surface inertial currents on the scale of atmo-
196
spheric motions has been investigated in this study using a high-resolution atmospheric reanalysis 197 product and a slab model. Our main findings are as follows:
198
• Mesoscale atmospheric systems with horizontal scales less than 1000 km are responsible for 199 almost all the P I to the ocean.
200
• Transient atmospheric features with scales of ∼100 km contribute significantly (about 25-201 30%) to P I , but they are not as dominant as traditionally thought.
202
• Owing to the nonlinear nature of the stress law, P I from mesoscale atmospheric systems 203 depends critically on the existence of the background, larger-scale wind field.
204
• Accounting for relative motions in the stress calculation reduces the net P I by about one-fifth.
205
Mesoscale atmospheric systems are found to be responsible for the majority of this energy 206 flux reduction.
207
It is well known (e.g. Gill 1984; D'Asaro 1989) that the rate at which the wind-induced near-
208
inertial energy radiates away from the mixed layer is inversely proportional to the scale of at-209 mospheric forcing squared, the rate being greatest for the smallest scales. Therefore, whether P I LIST OF FIGURES 
